Introduction

As part of our pursuit to preserve and promote Urban Heritage, The Tarek Waly Center has launched a tri-annual online journal.

The Waly Center Journal will be composed of a number of essays relaying a particular theme, while also providing updates on the center’s activities. Issue one will tackle The Giza Pyramids Heritage Site and is due out on June 21st, 2011.

Researches & Articles

**Cairo ... A Sequential Inheritance** is an essay of Heritage by Tarek Waly on an alternative of the capital, December 2010.

**The Forgotten Coast, A 3000 year history of forced migration in the Nile Delta**, was a poster presentation prepared by Yahia Shawkat for the conference on Landscape Archeology, head by the IFOA in Cairo, September, 2011.

“**Identities**”, was the theme of the video Omnia Khalil participated within the workshop (OneMinuteMovies)

**Architecture without Architects** is Omnia Khalil’s exploration of the people’s Architecture.

**State of New Gourna, 2009** is a report by Tarek Waly outline the deteriorated condition of the village built for the Gourna’s by Hassan Fathy in 1948.

**The Micro Library** isthe product of Mohamed Alaa’s participation in a PAO workshop on experimental Architecture summer camp, Italy, September 2010.

**Center Updates**

The Center’s Library that includes books in architecture, urban planning and history along with a number of rare books, both in Arabic and English, will be made available by the summer at our new premises. We are currently indexing the collection and will have it online over the next month.

**Hidden Treasures, Tanneries, Old Cairo** by Omnia Khalil was selected by the World Architecture Community Awards in its 8th Cycle, December 2010.

Our practice grew this month, to include architect **Magd Zahran**, and **Sama Waly**, a student at AUC, who joined the office as a freelance artist.

Website updates :

- **Video of The Shadow of Geometry, Egypt Pavilion, 11th Venice Architecture Biennale.**
- **Books by Dr. Tarek Waly are now available in PDF format, Madrasa of Sultan Hassan 1996, City and State 1996 & Al Muharrag Urbanism of a Gulf City 1989.**

**We Moved**

Our new premises is in a vibrant community of crafts, and in the area original muslim era capital of Egypt, Al Fustat.

**address**

Unit 11, Kariet Al-Fakhareen, Kasr El-Sham’ st.
Fustat, Cairo, Egypt
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